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In a recent report in PNAS, Buchman et al. (2018) describe the construction and development of a MEDEA-based gene drive system in the crop pest, Drosophila suzukii. Buchman et al revisited the MEDEA-based gene drive approach developed in D. melanogaster by Chen et al (2007) and adapted it for D. suzukii by identifying the orthologous elements in D. suzukii and building them into a similar system. The objective of the work was to develop a gene drive system in D. suzukii, that can serve as a platform to drive anti-pest effectors that could reduce D. suzukii populations, such as they proposed- a conditional lethal gene activated by diapause.
In MEDEA, a lethal ‘toxin’ is expressed maternally in the nurse cells and is provisioned into the developing oocyte (A). Since the nurse cells are 2N, all MEDEA-positive females will provision the oocyte with the toxin, regardless of their zygosity for the MEDEA system. The lethal effect of the toxin will occur only during embryogenesis, and as a result, if a zygotically expressed rescue/antidote is present (B), the embryo will survive, thus all progeny will be MEDEA-positive, pushing the MEDEA alleles to fixation in the population.

MEDEA, or “Maternal Effect Dominant Embryonic Arrest” (also a backronym for Medea from ancient Greek tragedy who killed her own offspring), was first identified as naturally-occurring in the red flour beetle Tribolium castaneum, and later developed as a synthetic system in D. melanogaster. MEDEA relies on the maternal provisioning of a ‘toxin’ to the oocyte, and a zygotically-expressed rescue ‘antidote’.

In such a system, females carrying a single allele of the toxin will provision the toxin to all of her offspring, thus only progeny expressing the antidote will survive. The result of the toxin-antidote interaction is a super-Mendelian inheritance of both components of the MEDEA system, which can then be linked to an anti-pest effector allele to allow for genetic pest management.

The synthetic MEDEA gene drive system developed for D. suzukii relies on the maternal expression of miRNAs designed to target the 5’UTR of the native zygotic essential myd88 gene, and a rescue ‘antidote’ myd88 copy that is refractory (and linked) to the miRNAs. The result was a system that functioned with perfect efficiency for the first four generations, with all MEDEA-positive females yielding MEDEA-positive offspring. As with all gene drive systems, there is potential for both breakdown of the system and for the development of resistance, which the authors hypothesized was due to SNPs present within the target regions of the geographically-diverse populations, although the presence of some SNPs did not impact the efficiency of the MEDEA drive.
To address the development of resistance, the MEDEA system was tested against eight other geographically-diverse *D. suzukii* populations from the Eastern/Western US, and Japan, and remarkably the drive functioned perfectly in some populations, and with near-100% efficiency in others. While complete drive was absent in some populations, the development and establishment of a gene drive system intended to be used under natural conditions in a target insect species is certainly no trivial matter, and multiple approaches may need to be integrated to accomplish successful insect pest population suppression. The work by Buchman et al. is a leap forward towards the use of gene drive in genetic pest management.
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